The lattice of all subalgebras of a Boolean algebra is characterized.
1. Introduction. The following three facts are known: The lattice S(2l) of all subalgebras of an algebra 91 can be characterized as an algebraic lattice (G. Birkhoff and O. Frink, Jr. [2] ), and the finitely generated subalgebras are characterized in this lattice as compact elements; if 91 is the 2"-element Boolean algebra, then 5(21) is dually isomorphic to the partition lattice on n objects (G. Birkhoff [1] ); a finitely generated Boolean algebra is finite. Combining these three facts we can conclude that the lattice L=S(B) of all subalgebras of a Boolean algebra has the following property: (P) L is an algebraic lattice and for each compact element a of L, (a] is dually isomorphic to a finite partition lattice.
Let L be a lattice having this property (P). Then, with each compact element a of L we can associate a finite Boolean algebra B(a) such that S(B(a))^(a].
Thus, if a and b are compact elements of L with a^b, there is a natural embedding <pab of S(B(a)) into S(B(b)) such that S(B(a))<pab is a principal ideal of S(B(b)). We are going to show that there is a unique embedding ipab of B(a) into B(b) which induces the embedding (pab. The B(a) with the ipab form a direct family of Boolean algebras. We prove that if B is the direct limit of this family, then S(B) is isomorphic to L.
This result has two corollaries. Firstly, property (P) characterizes the lattice of all subalgebras of a Boolean algebra; secondly, S(B) determines B up to isomorphism.
The second of these results is due to D. Sachs [6] and N. D. Filippov [3] . The first author also gave a characterization of S(B) as a subsystem of an infinite partition lattice.
We refer to [4] and [5] for the undefined concepts, notations, and basic results.
2. Basic lemmas. To start with, we develop a series of lemmas on which our proof of the main result is based. Our main purpose is to obtain some information on the relationship between two finite Boolean algebras A and B provided S(A) and S(B) are suitably related. To prove this, suppose to the contrary that (*) is false. Then, since the p-jp are atoms, we have that either (1) or (2) below hold.
(1) There is an s with l=s<k such that pxy), ■ ■ ■ ,pxrp-â and P*+iV>> •"• >PkW^ä'.
(2) pifW-■ -Vpky><ä orpirpv-■ -Vpkip<a.
There are three cases :
Case I. Eitherpxipy-■ -Vpsy)=ä orps+itpV-• ■vpktp=ä'. By symmetry, it suffices to consider the former case. If piyV-■ ■ypxtp=ä, then psy> is generated by pxip, ■ ■ ■ ,ps_xip, and ä. In fact,
Hence, by applying ç?-1, we have By using a similar argument as in Case 2, it can be shown that this case is again impossible.
Hence, we conclude that either â=pxyjv-■ •V/?fcy or ä'=pxy>v-■ -Vpkyj, which was to be shown.
Invoking Lemma 3, we arrive at the following result which provides important information on the relation between <p and y>. Xy>. Hence X<pç,(X)xp.
As a conclusion, we obtain the following result.
Lemma 5. The map ip : A->-B is uniquely determined by cp : S(A)-*S(B) in case \A\í¿4.
Proof.
By Lemma 4, it suffices to prove the uniqueness part. For |a4|=2 the assertion is trivial. If y>:A->-B is a one-to-one Boolean homomorphism inducing cp, then the image of an atom p of A is an atom of Aip=Acp; moreover, pip must belong to [p]cp={0, l,pip,(py)'}, which contains at most one atom of Aip if Aip has at least eight elements. Hence the image of every atom of A under y is uniquely determined, and consequently so is the image of every element of A.
3. Main result and applications. We are now in a position to prove the main result.
Theorem.
Let L be a lattice with property (P), and let J(L) be the semilattice of its compact elements. Let ca,for a e J(L), be an isomorphism : Then there is a direct family @=(B(a),ipah) such that: (1) y>ab induces cpab, i.e., (X)ipab=Xcpabfor any subalgebra X<= B(a); (2) Therefore, we conclude that/is an isomorphism of J(L) onto the semilattice of compact elements of S(B) and hence can be extended to an isomorphism of L onto S(B). The proof of the theorem is thus complete.
The following are two applications of the main result. Corollary 1 follows immediately from the main theorem. To prove Corollary 2, let us say that a direct family (Ba, ipab), a-f}, a, b eJ(L), is associated with L if it satisfies the conclusion of the theorem with some system (aa), aeJ(L), of isomorphisms aa: (a]-*SL5a). It easily follows from the uniqueness part of the theorem that any two direct families associated with L, and hence their direct limits too, are isomorphic. Now, let L=S(A) for some Boolean algebra A. Consider the inclusion maps ipab:a->-b for aÇ^b, a, b subalgebras of A. Then the system (a,rpab) is associated with L, in fact with the aa being identity mappings. Moreover, the direct limit of (a, xpab) is isomorphic to A. As a conclusion, we have that for L^S(A), A a Boolean algebra, some direct family associated with L has a direct limit isomorphic to A. If we have S(A)^.S(B), then the last assertion applied twice to L=S(A) gives direct families associated with L with direct limits isomorphic to A and B, respectively, hence A=tB.
